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SMARTER  
MOBILE SOLUTIONS

ANYWHERE

The world is smaller than ever, and people flock to popular 
destinations, festivals, concerts, weddings and religious 
celebrations around the world. 

Even natural disasters feel closer to home, as live images 
from evacuation centers and camps are broadcast right into 
our living rooms.

Wherever crowds of people gather, and regardless of why, 
reliable and hygienic toilets are essential.

Jets™ enables restroom manufacturers, rental operators and 
event organizers to offer a higher sanitation standard than 
ever before, with solutions that adapt to any venue.

Whoever you are, Jets™ offers a like-home toilet solution. 
Anywhere.

VACUUMARATOR™  PUMP  BY  JETS™

LOLLAPALOOZA FESTIVAL
CHICAGO, USA

Grant Park in downtown Chicago is 
home to the annual, 4-day Lollapa-
looza festival which attracts 100,000  
people a day with its impressive  
lineup of internationally acclaimed 
performers.

Hundreds of Jets™ vacuum toilets and 
urinals enable the organizers to offer 
excellent hygiene and sanitary comfort, 
ensuring that the huge crowd will return 
to this festival year after year.

Q U I C K  F A C T S



HIGH CAPACITY

The Vacuumarator™ pump 
provides unmatched system 
performance.

THE UNIQUE ADVANTAGES OF THE VACUUMARATOR™ PUMP:

FLEXIBILITY

Compact dimensions, small 
footprint and low weight allow 
unique installation flexibility.

UNSURPASSED RELIABILITY

Made in Norway, the Vacuumarator™ pump 
is the most reliable vacuum generator 
available for vacuum sanitary systems.
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THE HEART  
OF OUR SYSTEM

The unique Vacuumarator™ pump is the heart of any Jets™ 
system. It creates vacuum, macerates sewage and  
discharges – in one single-pass operation.

The Vacuumarator™ pump is the most compact and reliable vacuum ge-
nerator available for sanitary systems. It is highly efficient in transpor-
ting any combination of black and grey water under vacuum.

The first Vacuumarator™ pump, invented and made by Jets™  in 1989, was a  
revolutionary sanitary solution. Since then we have continuously de-
veloped and refined our technology, and expanded the capacity range.

Renowned for their reliability and impeccable quality, more than 60,000 
Vacuumarator™ pumps by Jets™ are currently in operation worldwide.

WHY VACUUM TOILETS?

Vacuum toilets use air instead of water to transport sewage. 
This advantage significantly reduces water usage, while the 
airflow vents away odours and dramatically reduces the risk 
of spreading airborne and waterborne pathogens.

The plumbing is also more flexible, with vertical lift capability. Logis-
tical costs for water transport and sewage handling are lower, and a  
significant reduction in man hours saves you time and money. 

This new and smarter approach to mobile sanitation is made possible 
by our very own range of robust and reliable Vacuumarator™ pumps.

CHEMICAL TOILETS

(DROP-TANK)
VS. VS.

TRADITIONAL TOILETS

(WC)

JETS™ VACUUM TOILETS

(VC)

Flexible installation: 
Vertical and horizontal pipes

Use only 1 liter (1/4 gal.) of 
water per toilet flush, or less

Compact 50 mm (2”) pipes and 
hoses with 75 mm (3”) main lines

Easy maintenance and long 
mean time between services

Inherent transport capacity using 
readily available vacuum power

Gravity required: 
Limited piping options

Require 8-10 times more water 
supply capacity than vacuum toilets

Minimum 110 mm (4”) rigid pipes 
take up valuable installation space

Gravity-dependent transport 
means higher risk of clogging

Very large amounts of water used 
to transport sewage a limited 
distance

Sewage has to be sucked  
out unit by unit

Lack of flushing means chemicals are 
needed to mask odours

No piping means capacity is severely 
limited by the built-in holding tanks

Shut down completely for pump-out 
at regular intervals

Limited tank volume leads trucks to 
manouvre through crowds regularly
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FOR ANY SIZE  
 
Jets™ systems will scale to your needs, thanks to our  
versatile product range.

This gives you the ability to design everything from small stand-alone 
toilet units running on sustainable solar or wind energy, up to the largest 
event toilet solutions that keep our vacuum pumps spinning around the 
clock.

Small or large, Jets™ vacuum toilet systems will exceed your expectations.

JETS™ VACUUM SYSTEM
FIRST-CLASS HYGIENE, COMFORT  
AND FLEXIBILITY

In the highly competitive VIP market, demanding visitors pick 
and choose events that truly stand out. We know that excellent 
sanitation is one of their most important criteria. 

The current generation is globally connected, so both the good and bad sides of 
your event can be shared instantly with viewers worldwide. As your reputation 
now precedes you quicker than ever before, this upmarket group’s next destination 
of choice is just a first class flight away. Is your event on their list?

Jets™ allows you to offer VIP clients a high-end vacuum toilet solution that has 
proven itself on a global scale. It lets you provide superior sanitation capacity to 
a higher number of visitors so they stay longer at your event. 

An added bonus is that you save water, resources and money – anywhere!



A TYPICAL JETS™ CONFIGURATION 
AND DISCHARGE PROCESS:

ARTIST LOUNGE AREA

Toilet and shower  
facilities

STAGE

SERVICE AREA

SERVICE AREA

SERVICE AREA

BACKSTAGE  
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GENERAL PUBLIC  2
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The encore just finished and the band heads backstage. You run to the  
festival’s toilet area, elbowing your way to a cubicle fast so you won’t miss 
the next act’s first song.

Then you see the sign: ”Temporarily closed for servicing.” Rest assured, this 
will never happen with a Jets™ system.

 1   PERIMETER FENCE
All service points, discharge stations and/or tanker truck pickup points can be located in a dedicated area outside  
of the actual festival perimeter. The crowds will never see them, never hear them, never smell them.

 2   VACUUMARATOR™ UNIT
Wastewater from all toilets is collected at one common point, where odours are also vented away. This  
approach completely eliminates the need for pump-out trucks, keeps visitors away from unwanted sights and 
smells, and ensures uninterrupted operation for the whole event.

 3   SINGLE POINT OF DISCHARGE
Away from the eyes and noses of paying guests, our vacuum system uses its integrated pump-out capability 
to discharge wastewater into a public sewer, a temporary holding tank or directly into a tanker truck outside 
of the festival perimeter.

DISCHARGE PROCESS:

VACUUM TOILETS CHEMICAL TOILETSVS.

ALWAYS OPEN 

With our flushable vacuum toilets, wastewater flows at 
great speed to a single, centralized discharge point with 
every flush. The discharge point can be located far away 
from the toilets. 

CLOSED FOR PUMP-OUT
A pump-out truck has to be driven into the toilet 
area to empty the toilets manually, one after another. 
The toilets have limited tank capacity, and so this 
process is carried out repeatedly.
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Tanker truck

Public sewer

Pump-out truck

CLOSEDOPEN

EXAMPLE 
showing a typical 
festival or concert 
stage area setup



SUCCESSFUL FESTIVALS  
AND OUTDOOR EVENTS
ARE BEST ENJOYED WITH HIGH  
SANITARY STANDARDS

ANY EVENT – ANYWHERE

Restroom solutions with Jets™ vacuum toilets can be deployed fast to events world-
wide. Benefits include high-end user comfort, low water use, drastic cuts in hazard-
ous sewage volumes, spill prevention and less spreading of pathogens.

Whether your outdoor event is an intimate corporate dinner, a concert or a full-blown 
festival with 150,000 visitors, remember to add this item to the list of things that you 
do control – even with the sky above as your only ceiling: Hygienic, flushing vacuum 
toilets that will turn your visitors into returning visitors.

Organizing or hosting events in the often unpredictable  
environment of an open sky, brings with it numerous factors  
that you do not control.

Every corner of the world comes with its own, unique set of challenges 
that can impact outdoor events negatively and affect revenue. Under such  
circumstances, shifting your attention to factors that you do control takes 
on a whole new level of importance in order to keep your clients and visitors 
coming back year after year.

Even if the weather is shifting or the on-stage performances are poor, you are 
more likely to be judged by your ability to provide basic services such as food, 
drinks and robust sanitation facilities that perform flawlessly at all times.
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AID & RELIEF
OPERATIONS 

Our sealed vacuum toilet system is used by NGOs,  
governments and others who may need to deploy safe,  
hygienic toilets in a rapid fashion anywhere in the world.

For these organizations, the call to deploy means time is of the essence. 
And after the critical first response phase, long-term toilet solutions are 
vital for safety, hygiene and disease control.

After devastating disasters or epidemics, the lack of safe toilets is a hazard – 
to women in particular. Diseases strike mercilessly as a result of open defeca-
tion. The significance of good hygienic standards soon becomes evident, and 
this is where Jets™ solutions can have a great impact. Even on short notice.

As a member of the Norwegian Emergency Preparedness System network 
that supports United Nations agencies, Jets™ offers a superior toilet solution 
that fits the bill for deployable units.

CONSTRUCTION  
SITES 

For those who make their living moving 
from site to site, literally building the world  
we see around us, access to proper rest-room 
facilities can make or break a day at work.

With long hours, exposure to weather conditions and 
tight schedules, every little bit of extra comfort helps  
construction workers get through the day.

Construction crews are more efficient when a restroom 
is close at hand, saving them from long and time- 
consuming walks.

Jets™ supplies vacuum toilet systems to many manufactur-
ers of on-site restroom facilities for the construction industry. 

From compact single-toilet solutions to larger multi- 
toilet setups, Jets™ offers unprecedented flexibility and 
scalability. Anywhere.

FROM THE DRAWING BOARD  
TO A FINISHED SOLUTION 
When you sign a contract with us to supply the toilet system 
for your next mobile restroom design, you are not just  
getting a sanitary solution. System design assistance 
and three decades of experience are included with every  
purchase, to help you succeed with your project .

LOGISTICAL ADVANTAGES 
Globally proven in numerous field operations, Jets™ vacuum toilets reduce the spreading 
of pathogens and enable the construction of transportable units that save space. They 
can be moved efficiently around the world on trucks or aircraft when disaster strikes.
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A  S E L E C T I O N  O F  O U R  R A N G E
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THE HIGHEST  
STANDARDS 

All Jets™ products and systems are manufactured to the  
highest industrial standards, with each and every component 
carefully assembled and thoroughly tested.

Jets™ has three decades of experience in vacuum sanitary systems, and 
has grown to be a worldwide organisation. Product development, production, 
testing, logistics and service are carried out by a handpicked network of 
internal and external resources, keeping our customers worldwide satis-
fied by delivering quality on time – every time.

It is imperative to us that our customers are satisfied with the quality of our 
products, technology, customer service and technical follow-up.

To ensure unsurpassed quality and environmental compliance, Jets Vacuum 
AS Management System is certified in accordance with ISO 9001:2015 and  
ISO 14001:2015. These and other certifications help inspire and promote 
continuous improvement at Jets™.

ISO 
14001:2015

CERTIFIED

ISO 
9001:2015

CERTIFIED

A Jets™ delivery can include a range of toilets, urinals and  
squat pans in either porcelain or stainless steel.
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SERVICE & SUPPORT

24/7JETS™ GLOBAL NETWORK

• Head office
• Jets™ sales offices
• Jets™ representatives

For further details on 
Jets™ representatives, 
please visit our website  
www.jetsgroup.com

WE CONTINUE  
TO CARE – EVEN  
AFTER DELIVERY
We always strive to please our customers, believing that 
caring for them and sharing our know-how at all times –  
anywhere in the world – are key to our continued success.

A Jets™ representative is the customer’s local expert and point of contact. Highly 
motivated and well-trained staff provide first-class technical service and support, 
either by remote troubleshooting or on-site.

Jets™ representatives do their utmost to solve problems and carry out inspec-
tions, installations and repairs without interrupting your day-to-day operations.

Original parts are available worldwide from our handpicked network of local 
representatives and from strategically located central hubs.

ON-SITE CREW SEMINARS
Knowledge works best when we are willing to share it 
with others, allowing new perspectives and new ideas to 
form. We have embraced this philosophy for many years.

As a Jets™ customer, you have access to service seminars 
where this philosophy of sharing comes to life on a global 
scale.

Our customers get advanced technical training, pre-
launch product updates and a friendly environment in 
which to meet with other people from their own industry.
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REFERENCES

The toilet system is more important than 
the sound system
Pelle Åberg, Production Manager, Sweden Rock Festival

SWEDEN ROCK FESTIVAL
Sölvesborg, Sweden

Established in 1992, this 5-stage  
festival made the switch to vacuum 
sanitation in 2016. With access to 
300 Jets™ toilets, its 33,000 visitors 
now save 2 million liters of water over 
the course of 4 days.

MOSCOW PUBLIC TOILETS
Russia

The flexibility of Jets™ vacuum  
systems allowed 200 city toilets  
destined for the Russian capital to 
be manufactured in just 80 days, in 
order to meet the client’s deadline.

PUBLIC TOILET BUSES
Bangkok, Thailand

Bangkok authorities use Jets™  
vacuum toilets in a large number 
of purpose-built buses in a push to 
end open defecation and manage 
crowded venues in a way that is 
safe and hygienic for the public.

Petter Solberg  
& WORLD RX TEAM SWEDEN

When legendary rallycross driver Petter Solberg goes travelling with World RX Team Sweden, 
this unique home away from home travels with him. For world-class athletes like Solberg, 
every last detail must be perfected to help secure the next victory.

From the upstairs bedrooms to the downstairs lounge area, only the very best solutions 
were used to construct this one-of-a-kind trailer. So unsurprisingly, the bathrooms feature Jets™  

vacuum toilets and wastewater handling for maximum sanitary comfort.
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